The two-machine flow shop problem with the objective of minimizing makespan that is known as Johnson problem is now standard fundamental in the theory of scheduling. We generalize Johnson's results for more than two machine problems, using a fuzzy heuristic algorithm. Performance of the new algorithm is analyzed with some numerical examples. To evaluate the performance of the proposed heuristic, we have used it on some small size problems and the results are compared with optimum scheduling. Notice that scheduling the problems with large sizes, is NP hard.
Introduction
In this section we first define the necessary definition for modeling the flow shop preemptive problem, subject to minimizing makespan and then Johnson's rule is investigated briefly.
A flow shop consists of n machines that are continuously available and organized as a production line. Each job has n operations that have to process sequentially on the machines, for example, the second operation of any job cannot start before completion the first operation. In addition, there is a virtual FIFO for the subsequent machines. A job J is specified by its processing times on machine The classical two-machine flow shop problem with the objective of minimizing makespan is also known as Johnson problem [1] and the problem becomes NP-complete for three and more machines [2] .The results originally obtained by Johnson are now standard fundamentals in the theory of scheduling. Since Johnson's seminal work has been one of the most extensively studied topics in the literature on production planning [3] . For two-machine flow shop problem, first machine can process all jobs continuously with no idle time (see Fig.1 ).
The idle time of the second machine before the processing of job j , is denoted by   Note that the makespan is the maximum completion time of all jobs (the end of the second task of the last job). Since the first term in (2) is a constant, an equivalent problem is to minimize the second term. Observe that:
In general:
For convenience, let:
Moreover, the desired objective is to minimize;
It is well known that in the offline model, preemption is redundant and the above problem is solved by Johnson's rule [13] . According to Johnson's rule, an optimal sequence can be characterized by the following lemma for ordering pairs of jobs. lemma1-(Johnson's rule): Job i precedes job j in an optimal sequence if: Fig.2 ) . Step3-A sequence of arranged U and V is the optimum schedule. For the makespan criterion and more than two machine problems   2 m  , it is difficult to generalize the above results. However, the extensions of Johnson's rule for 3 m  , present some new guidelines. In his original presentation, Johnson showed that a generalization is possible when the second machine is dominated (i.e., when no bottleneck could possibly occur on the second machine).
Lemma2-(extension of Johnson's rule):
1-If
, then job i precedes job j in an optimal schedule if : 
A fuzzy heuristic algorithm (H)
Processing of job i before job j S1: Processing of job j before job i 
Step3-Arrange members of U decreasingly according
Step4-A sequence of arranged U or V will be an acceptable schedule.
Numerical example
For more illumination Suppose there are 4 jobs with the following specifications in the shop according to table-2. Each job must be processed on the 5 machine in flow shop environment. 
